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ON THE COVER

Alexis Stickland and Beccy Hands, authors
of the best-sellers ‘The little book of selfcare for new mums’ and ‘The little book of
self-care for mums-to-be’, podcast hosts of
‘Notes from The Mother Box’ and founders
of The Mother Box - unique gifts for newmums, mums-to-be and mums in general.
We have an exclusive article from them later
in the issue.
Photography: Alexis Stickland & Beccy Hands

We love to hear what you think of the magazine, and what features you’d like to see in future
editions. Please also get in touch if you’d like to be invovled in the next issue. I’d also like to
thank all the wonderful contributors, copywriters and proof-readers for their involvement in this
issue. Please share across your social media platforms using #theclumsyexplorer
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EDITOR’S NOTE

Thank you for downloading the friends and family again and hope
latest issue of The Clumsy Explorer! that normality is resuming.
As I sit here writing this foreword
on 23rd March 2021, I can’t help
but think about the long year we’ve
all had! It was a year ago today
that we plunged into lockdown not
knowing quite what to expect!

I’m thrilled to have some amazing
people invovled in this issue and I
hope that you will enjoy it as much
as I have enjoyed putting it together.
I’m sorry that it’s a little later than I
originally planned (this was going
to be the Christmas issue) but I felt
I had to practice what I preach and
take some time out for me to put my
own mental health and wellbeing
first. Hopefully it is worth the wait!

This is the fifth issue of ‘The Clumsy
Explorer’ and it feels quite fitting that
this is ‘The Positivity Issue’. We’re
officially in Spring, lockdown is
starting to ease (again!) and I think
we all have a feeling of hope. Hope Best wishes,
that better days are coming, hope Tasha x
that we’ll be able to start seeing our

The Positivity Issue
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PHOTOS COURTESY OF THE MOTHER BOX

PUTTING MUMS
THE CENTRE

AT

Alexis Stickland (Midwife) and Beccy
Hands (Doula and Massage Therapist)
from The Mother Box have spent the last
four years building up their online business,
co-writing two books and creating their
podcast, ‘Notes from the Mother Box’.
Their ‘why’ has always been to share
knowledge, connect Mothers and create
an online community where women feel
seen and supported, whatever their
motherhood journey looks like.
Our editor, Natasha, caught up with them
to hear more about their story and their
experiences.
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FEATURE

THE MOTHER BOX
Being a mother is no doubt one of the hardest jobs in the world,
but it’s also the most rewarding. I caught up with Alexis and
Beccy, authors of two best-selling books, podcast hosts of ‘Notes
f rom the Mother Box’ and founders of the online unique and
bespoke gift company, The Mother Box. They share their story of
meeting each other and setting up their business to developing a
community which aims to support women right the way through
their motherhood journey.
WORDS BY ALEXIS STICKLAND AND BECCY HANDS

Sometimes you have to take your hat

Beccy, and so thought I would reach out

doors open and you get to cross paths

local knowledge from one Mother, who

off to fate and feel very grateful when

with a kindred spirit. That is exactly
what happened with us 4 years ago.

and offer up a warm welcome and some
had already made this huge life change,
to another.

Instagram,

It’s not easy packing up your home and

mums’ on account of all the wonderful

new life. I gave Beccy loads of info

We

actually

met

over

which I (Alexis) nicknamed ‘Tinder for
women/mum friends I have met on it
over recent years. As we both come

from a background of birth work, we
followed similar accounts and had joint
connections.

all your local connections for a brand

about the best parks, coffee shops and

places to take the kids etc. and after
a few messages back and forth we

arranged to meet for a quick coffee one
day.

When Beccy decided to move from

That coffee became a few coffees

out and got in touch over Instagram. I

It’s always so lovely when you meet

London down to Brighton, I reached
had already made the same move from

London to Brighton a few years prior to

and hours and hours of birth chat!

another birth worker who is on exactly
the same page as you! Both of us have
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worked with women in the

capacity of a Midwife (me)
and a Doula (Beccy) and

nearly missed school pick
up!

realised between us we

We started throwing some

of experience.

we could do so that women

had almost three decades

During

an

early

conversation we got on
such a rant about the need

for better postnatal care
for new mums, that we
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ideas around as to what

felt more held, supported,
educated

importantly,

and

most

empowered

by their own understanding

as to what was happening
in pregnancy, birth and

“We got on such a
rant about the need
for better postnatal
care for new mums,
that we nearly missed
school pick up!”

postnatally.

exhausted

We talked about how other

emotionally.

cultures seem to care for

women so much better
following birth, really being
intentional

about

caring

for a brand new Mother.

Often in the UK it can
sometimes feel like once

the baby arrives, contact

both

and

physically
We

tender,

and

always

say women go through
a huge period of mental

adjustment and physical
healing

following

birth.

During the fourth trimester
new parents need (and

deserve) to feel nurtured
and supported.

and care drops off slightly

By the end of the next

at

already decided to create

with few visits, discharge
10

shifting

days

and

focus

exclusively

to

parenting and the needs
of your infant.

This can be disempowering

for a new mum who is

coffee

date,

we

had

‘The Mother Box’ and we
pledged to ourselves that
we would create beautiful,
soothing

products

and

that

nurturing

placed

women and their needs,
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“We would create
beautiful, soothing
and nurturing
products that
placed women
and their needs,
unapologetically,
at the centre as
they journey into
motherhood”
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unapologetically at the centre

We headed up to London

and wellbeing as they journey

out of our depth to have our

and would aid women’s health
into motherhood.

ABOUT OUR BOOKS

Shortly after starting to create
our Mother Boxes we had
the most wonderful honour

of being approached by a
publisher from Penguin, who

had seen what we were up
to and wanted to develop an
idea for a book.

feeling excited and completely

first discussion. That informal

chat swiftly turned into a pitch

for a book filled to the brim
with knowledge, support and a
huge dose of encouragement
for women preparing for how

to best care for themselves
following the birth of their
baby.

One of the subjects that came

5 MINUTE FIXES FOR FRAZZLED MUMS
Extract from The Little Book of Self-Care for New Mums
Available at Amazon.co.uk

1. GET JIGGY WITH IT
Pop your baby in a sling, or hold them safely
in your arms, play some uplifting music and
move your gorgeous mama body to the beat.
Dancing releases endorphins, which are
immediate mood boosters. The movement
will be calming and settling for your baby too.
Win Win!

-

Simple Habit
Quility
Smiling Mind
Calm

2. DECLUTTER
Have a quick clear-up. It can have an
immediate calming effect on the brain. This
is not about cleaning the whole house, this is
about just sorting out what is right in front of
you right now.

7. GET PLANNING
It’s easy to get caught up in the daily grind
of sleep times, nappy changes and feeding
schedules. Get your diary out and plan some
fun stuff that offers you a break from the
routine. This can be just for you, or with your
partner and baby. And it can be as little as a
couple of hours or as big as a holiday. Having
something fun to look forward to can help
break up the monotony.

3. PICK-YOU-UP PONGS
Essential oils are great mood boosters. You
don’t have to have any fancy kit, you can
diffuse oil into your house using a good oldfashioned saucepan! Pop some water in the
pan, bring to the boil, then turn the heat
down and let it simmer. Add a few drops
of your favourite oils and let the aroma lift
your spirits. Great oils for mood boosting are
sweet orange, lavender, lemon, geranium,
neroli and rose. NB: Do not let it boil dry - top
up the water if necessary.

8. HAVE A BATH WITH BABY
Okay, so this might take a bit longer than 5
minutes, but even a quick dip can make all
the difference - soothing muscles and calming
the mind. Having your baby in with you is
not only a great way to get some endorphinboosting skin-to-skin, it can also calm and
settle a fractious baby. Follow your baby’s
lead and see how long they enjoy being in the
bath with you. Make sure you keep your baby
cosy in lovely warm water (about 37C, which
is around body temperature)

4. 5 MINUTE-MAKEOVER
If you haven’t showered or washed your hair
and your eye-bags are down by your knees,
treat yourself to this mini-makeover:
• Flannel Wash - cleanse pits, bits and
breasts at the sink
• Spritz your hair with dry shampoo and
whack it in a mum-bun
• Use some concealer and a bit of bronzer
to lift your complexion
• Finish with a splash of your favourite lippy

9. STRETCHING
Feeding and carrying your new baby, coupled
with night-time feeding and broken sleep, can
cause havoc on the back and neck muscles.
Tension in these areas can cause brain fog
and low mood. Stretching is a wonderful
way to move your body, breathe properly
and release any tight muscles (see our easy
stretches on pages 46-52)

5. MOOD BOOSTING SMOOTHIES
See our favourite smoothie recipes on pages
66-67, but feel free to supplement any of the
ingredients with something else delicious
from your fridge.
6. MINDFULNESS
Pop on your headphones and listen to a quick
track. There are loads online that will talk you
through breathing, visualisation or scanning
the body to release tension. Some of our
favourites are:
- Headspace

10. WRITE A LIST
Sometimes when we try to do everything we
end up doing nothing! It all feels too much and
can completely overwhelm us. Getting your
to-do list down on paper immediately frees
the mind up and can encourage a sense of
calm and order. Look at the list and separate
it into:
• Quick wins - jobs that leave you feeling
lighter when acheived.
• Shared tasks - household chores and
jobs that you can delegate or do together
as a couple
• Non-urgent - things that you want or need
to do, but aren’t immediately necessary.
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up in discussions was how differently

book sales on Amazon at one point! As it

experience. Having both had the absolute

same style and format would also work for

other cultures approach the postnatal
priviledge of training abroad and with

was so well received, we realised that the
a book all about self-care for pregnancy

midwives from cultures where pregnancy,

and birth and very quickly began writing

celebrated and women so nurtured, we

To-Be’.

birth and the postnatal period are so

both felt that there was a huge gap in the

‘The Little Book of Self Care for Mums-

UK’s maternity care. We have seen first-

We couldn’t be more excited to see them

the changes that occur in their mind and

lovely feedback and reviews letting us

hand that where women really understand

body in pregnancy and birth, they naturally
and unapologetically allow themselves

time and rest to heal and recover post
birth. We both felt very passionately about

bucking the trend of the British ‘showing

up/bounce back’ culture and wanted to
create a little, easy to digest book that
placed value on the comfort and recovery
of a new mum.

out there together and to get the most
know that reading our books is like being

cared for and talking things over with a
good friend, or that our books should be
given out to everyone at booking and

postnatal appointments. If only.... what a
dream that would be!! We have so many

more ideas with our writing and continue

to be so excited as to where our work
partnership will take us!

We were given the green light to pour

WHAT A YEAR!

throughout

surprise (erm, understatement)! It has

our combined years of supporting women
pregnancy,

birth

and

the

postnatal period into a book that was
supportive, gentle, and (importantly) not
a manual. We wanted our book to be easy

to dip in and out of, with bright, enticing,
illustrated,

bite

sized

chapters.

We

were very fortunate to get an incredible

illustrator to come on board, and we

Like everyone, 2020 has taken us by
been such a year of change and confusion

in many ways, but it has also been a

year that has shown us the true kindness
of people. As people saw less of each

other and very sadly, sisters, friends and

parents couldn’t meet new babies and

support new mum’s in the way they had

always say Kay Train bought our words to

hoped, our Mother Boxes became carrier

really are!!

and clear messages that ‘you are never

life and made us look way cooler than we

We started with ‘The Little Book of Self
Care for New Mums’, and it became a
bestseller within the first couple of weeks,

even being placed at number 3 on overall
THE CLUMSY EXPLORER // 012

pigeons, packed with nurturing goodies
alone, and when this is over, wild horses
won’t keep us apart’.

Even with 5 kids between us off school

for almost half a year, it was business as
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usual, and if anything, we were busier with

box orders and also wanted to be able to
deliver even more information and support

bed socks and a wide range of flapjacks
and chocolate bars.

online where possible. We decided to upload

Our top five bestsellers are stocked up and

many other experts and professionals who

our bespoke box section!

a series of IGTV vids from ourselves and

work with expectant and new parents. We

ready for Spring gift lists. All available in

hoped for around twenty videos and ended

1. Bump Butter

talks with London based Podcast production

moisturising rosehip oil to promote collagen

up having over fifty! We had also been in
company ‘Factory Originals’ shortly before

lockdown started. The plan was to create

This

indulgent

body

butter

contains

and elastin levels and reduce scarring, plus

Neroli, Lavender and Frankincense oils to

a podcast about the highs and lows of the

uplift the spirit and soothe the mind. Rub

mayhem narrative seemed to unite us with

Contains: Rosehip, Shea Butter, Sunflower

parenting journey. The honest magic and

real stories from inspiring guests and the

first 12 episodes of ‘Notes from the Mother

Box’ have been so well received, entering

the top ten list for parenting podcasts. That

really made the hard work and intense
juggling over the last 9 months so worth it.
THE MOTHER BOXES

If you are looking for gifts that nurture and
nourish, we have got some glorious products

for you to choose from over at our online
shop www.themotherbox.co.uk

Over the last few years we started working
with the brilliant medical herbalist, Jo

Farren, and we are so proud of the luxury

teas, balms, creams, sprays and soaks that
we have created together. We now have

over 50 products in the ‘create your own box’

section on our online shop. As well as our

wellbeing products, we also stock both our
books, beautifully designed weighted eye

pillows, ‘Mama’ vanity zipper bags, alpaca
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onto dry, stretched skin for a restoring treat.

Oil, Coconut Oil, Cocoa Butter, Camellia,

Neroli, Lavender, Vitamin E, Frankincense,  
2. Postnatal Tea

Created by The Mother Box and fabulous

medical herbalist Jo Farren - A delicious

this gorgeous pregnancy and postnatal

anxieties and promote a sense of wellbeing

soothing Frankincense for a truly relaxing

herbal blend to settle hormones, calm
during the fourth trimester (12 weeks that

follow birth) Contains: Rose Petals: Used for

blend,

with

calming

Lavender

and

experience - that smells good enough to
eat! Do not use in the first trimester - but

its calming and balancing nature, Lavender:

great for second trimester onward!

tonic, Lemon Verbena: Delicious and zesty,

5. Nip and Lip Balm

Mantle: A Balancing Herb and St John’s

the nipples and areola is also a wonderful

Widely used as a soothing and relaxing

used for relaxing and restoring, Ladies

Wort: Culpepper says ‘It heals inward hurt
and bruises. Let’s the light in.

Designed to soothe and relax tired, tense

bodies. Contains: Rock Salt, Himalayan Salt,

Neroli Essential Oil – anti anxiety, calming
and

uplifting

and

Lavender

Essential Oil – A healing and relaxing stress
buster.

4. Relaxing Pregnancy and Postnatal
Massage oil

lip balm to boot. Presented in a handy little
tin, perfect for popping in your birth and
nappy bag without taking up space. Can

3. Relaxing Bath Soak

refreshing

This naturally soothing and healing balm for

also be used as a soothing cream for your

baby’s bottom - a wonderful all-rounder!
Ingredients: Candelilla Wax, Coconut Oil
and Calendula infused sunflower oil.
GET IN TOUCH:

Instagram: @THE_MOTHER_BOX
Email:

Website:

hello@themotherbox.co.uk
www.themotherbox.co.uk

Massage those aches and pains away with
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INTERVIEW BY NATASHA DAVIES
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PHOTOS: GABY ROSLIN

FEATURE

LIFE & LOCKDOWN
WITH GABY ROSLIN
I f irst met Gaby at the Surrey Homes Open House event in 2019
having attended with my Mum. Gaby was one of the keynote
speakers and talked about her introduction into the TV and radio
industry, her work with various charities including Breakthrough
Breast Cancer, and shared stories f rom her life. She is one of the
most positive people I have ever met, and this shines through
when you see her on TV or hear her on her BBC radio show or her
podcast ‘That Gaby Roslin Podcast’.

Hi Gaby. It’s so lovely to catch up

you have the most amazing shoe

with you. I remember watching

collection I’ve ever seen.

you on The Big Breakfast when
I was little and then we’d always

Thank you so much for agreeing to

watch you on Children In Need!

this interview, I’m looking forward
to getting to know a bit more about

This past year has been so tough

you and sharing your story.

for so many people but you are
one of my favourite people to

TASHA:

follow on Instagram with your

remember watching you on was

endless positivity and fun outlook,

the Big Breakfast. This was

my particular favourite is your

such an iconic show - did you

#shoppinginyourwardrobe

know how big it would be?

posts.

The

first

show

I

Not only do you encourage people

GABY: No idea. Neither Chris

to think more sustainably, you

[Evans] nor I really thought about

have so much fun doing it! Plus,

it, we just had the best time.

The Positivity Issue
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I have always
looked for the fun in
everything.
GABY ROSLIN
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T:

You’re

incredibly

supportive

strongly in passing on help and being

and involved with many charities

supportive to others. I was brought up

(including Children’s and cancer

by a family who felt very strongly that

charities.

the most important thing is to be kind.

(Well

breakthrough

child,
breast

CLIC,
cancer,

I still live by that.

Children In Need - I’d love to know
more about this?

T: Has being a Mum changed how

G: I am blessed to work in my dream

you approach life?

job (I knew what I wanted to do when

G: Not really to be honest but funnily

I was a 3 year old) I believe very

enough, I think I worry less about the
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small stuff.

T: As you know, I lost my mum (aged 53) to

T: As a mum, juggling priorities can

of last year. When we saw you talk at the

be tough! Have you ever experienced
different expectations to your male
counterparts?
G: I’ve never come up against sexism. I have
been in the industry that I dearly love, love,
love for 33 years now and I think because I
have worked with many amazing men who
have only ever shown me respect that it
hasn’t been a problem for me. I do hear of
others facing it though which sickens me.
THE CLUMSY EXPLORER // 020

metastatic breast cancer at the beginning

Surrey Homes Exhibition in 2019, you

talked a lot about your involvement with
cancer charities, (something mum and I

both had such admiration of you for) why

was it important to get involved with these
charities and how has this impacted on
you personally?

G: If I can help, I will. My mum died of cancer
when she was 63 and at the same time Dad

survived cancer. It’s important to do what

we can to raise the profile

How have you found this

support and to do what we

G: It’s reminded me how

of charities. To help raise
can for others.
T:

You’ve

launched

your

recently

podcast

‘That Gaby Roslin Podcast’
which is such a great
show! You’ve already had
incredible guests such as

Judi Dench, David Tennant

year?

important the little things are.
We have been OK and really

can’t complain. We have all

been in this together and there
has been kindness all around.
I

just

hope

the

kindness

continues towards others and
towards the planet.

and Robbie Williams to

T: Gaby, you are always

a dream guest you’d love

social

name a few. Do you have
to interview and why?

G: Oprah. That would be a

dream come true. She’s an
inspiration.

T: Has 2020 changed your

outlook on life in general?

so

positive

media

-

on

with

your

your

#shoppinginyourwardrobe
campaign,
your

your

public

website,

appearances

- you always look for the

brighter side. How do you
stay so positive?

G: As corny as it sounds I love
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life. I have always been like that even as a child. I
didn’t ever want to go to bed because I thought it
was a waste of the day. I couldn’t wait to wake up
to start another day. I’m still like that now. I have
always looked for the fun in everything. I know
I drive my family mad first thing in the morning
when I sing musical theatre numbers to wake
them up, but they’ve learnt to cope!
T: Who inspires you the most in your
life?

G: My Granny (my Dad’s mum). She was an
awesome woman. So kind to everyone. My

Dad as he was 100% behind me following
my dreams and my mum because she too

said never give up your dreams and never
hurt anyone in the process of getting to
where you want to be. I still have dreams,
hopes and ambitions.

T: And finally, happiness is…

G: Being alive. Being kind. Being loved and
showing love. A smile always helps!

You can catch Gaby on BBC Radio London,
Sundays at 12:00. Gaby’s podcast ‘That Gaby

Roslin Podcast’ is available to subscribe and

listen to across all major channels including
Apple Podcasts and Spotify.

You can also find Gaby on her social media
pages:

instagram: @Gabyroslin
twitter:

@Gabyroslin
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“[MY MUM] SAID NEVER GIVE
UP ON YOUR DREAMS AND
NEVER HURT ANYONE IN THE
PROCESS OF GETTING TO
WHERE YOU WANT TO BE”

USE CODE ‘THESURREYMUMMA10’
FOR AN EXCLUSIVE 10% DISCOUNT
THE CLUMSY EXPLORER // 023
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PEGGY ORANGE
HOW A BUSINESS GREW OUT OF
HOME-SCHOOLING
WORDS AND PICTURES BY:
HALCYON MANTON

Rewind to March 2020: I was on maternity

leave with my then 7-month-old son and my 3
year old daughter was attending pre-school.

Then Covid-19 hit. Along with the rest of the

country, we were sent into lockdown and our

normal routine of my daughter going to preschool was no more. As the weeks went on,
my role as mummy changed and I was now
her teacher too.

Having worked as a primary school teacher

for over 10 years, I didn’t think I would find  
it too challenging. However, I quickly learnt

that teaching your own child, with a 7-month

old baby in the mix, was not as easy as I
thought. Home-schooling was very different
THE CLUMSY EXPLORER // 024

to teaching in the classroom.

into structured activity plans

I

resources. I shared this with

began

setting

up

daily

activities so she could learn
through play and I used her

interests or favourite books

with little teaching tips and

After many sleepless nights

my friends/family who had

November

children 3-5 years old.

and quite a few tears, in
2020,

Peggy

Orange finally launched!

as a starting point. While

As the weeks rolled by, I was

So what is ‘Peggy Orange’?

also trying to home-school,

tips and that’s when I realised

educational

chatting to friends and family
it

became

very

apparent

that we were all spending

countless hours searching for
ideas, buying endless craft

resources and not feeling like

we were contributing to our
children’s early development

and education.

An idea takes shape

I wanted to help, so I began

writing down my ideas linked

to different story books or
themes and converted them

being asked for more teaching

I could help more families,

parents and children. I spent

the summer of 2020 playing
with

different

ideas.

My

background as a Montessori

educator combined with my

knowledge of the Early Years
Foundation
and

Stage

national

(EYFS)

curriculum

helped me refine the monthly

themes, activities, instruction
cards,

and

resources

to

finally create my pre-school
activity boxes.

Peggy Orange is a monthly
activity

box

(delivered to your door) for

3-5 year olds. The aim is

to give parents the tools
and confidence to support

their child’s early education
at home and help children
have

a

positive

learning

experience.

The boxes contain:
•

•

Eight

activities

fun,

engaging

(based

on

Early Years Framework)

6

Detailed instruction cards
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•

/teaching guides

a teacher and a mother, is

commonly found at home

Providing

All required resources not

Double

the

activities

competitor

of

craft/activity

boxes making them excellent
•

value for money

Focuses on giving parents the

fosters a positive learning

attitude and so I always try to
convey this message where
possible.

box comes with useful hints

their

child’s

Designed to help your child
learn

through
from

play

with

the

and

guided
parent

(using the instruction cards)

Can be used with older/

younger siblings at the same
time

Most

of

the

activities/

resources can be reused/
repeated/extended

Something important to me as
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like a school environment,

education in the right way

support

support

•

much

Peggy Orange is just as much

exploration

•

immersive

information/understanding
to

•

an

learning experience,

The benefits of our boxes:
•

creating a love of learning.

a service as a product. Each
and tips, extension activity
suggestions

as

well

as

prompts to ask your child so
that you have the educational
knowledge you need to help
support their learning.

Why ‘Peggy Orange’?

I was trying to think of a brand

name that was different, relevant
to me, and a bit quirky. Coined

by my Caribbean grandmother,

Something important
to me as a teacher
and a mother, is
to create a love of
learning.
HALCYON MANTON
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‘peggy orange’ is what we call a specific way of

helps encourage your child to be a self-sufficient

segmenting orange pieces. It may be a strange

learner.

eating as a child, especially when the oranges

A different, structured theme each month keeps

Orange reminds me of fun growing up (which is

helps tie the activities together. As well as hours

family tradition, but it was something I always loved

were shipped in from the Caribbean! Peggy
at the heart of my brand) and also represents the

different segments of learning that are needed to
complete a child’s educational journey in life.

Preparing your child for school
I undertook some market research which identified

some clear concerns for parents that they:
•
•
•

weren’t sure what they should be doing with

their child

did not not have knowledge of the curriculum

were worried about teaching their child in the
wrong way

Each activity has been thoroughly researched
and consciously put together to ensure the

teaching is easy to follow with the correct content.

The style is an immersive learning approach that
will help build confidence for your child. This also
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the child (and parent) engaged and focused and
of fun and entertainment, this also encourages

you to spend quality time with your child creating

hidden learning opportuntiies for them. I want
to keep things current and varied and I’ve been

lucky that my daughter is a very willing pupil and
enjoys trialling endless activities to make sure I
get it right!

“From becoming shipwrecked
pirates to blasting off into
space, from diving under the
ocean to clowning around at
the circus: there is certainly a
lot of fun to be had that will
fully engage your child.”
Peggy Orange boxes will provide your child with

essential skills for starting school and throughout

their Early Years – it’s essentially pre-school in a

“Learning is a treasure that will
follow it’s owner everywhere”

By completing a series of boxes your child will have

CHINESE PROVERB

new skills in six different areas of learning based

early education in a structured way creating the

maths, investigation, physical, expression and art

This would include experts and professionals

objective from the Early Years curriculum so that

questions you might have and create play-based

box!

had the opportunity to refine, enhance and learn

on the Early Years Framework which are; English,

foundations they need for learning through life.

& design. Each activity comes with a learning

sharing activity ideas, being available to answer

you can maximise your child’s learning potential

learning environments so children can thrive at

whilst having fun and learning through play.

home and in turn, succeed when they start school.

Every box supports a mental health charity

The first day of school is often a trigger for

Before creating the boxes, I knew I wanted to give

parents/carers, but by knowing your child has

a donation is made to the charity ‘Education

and they have the confidence to ask questions,

mental wellbeing of those working in education.

encouraging successful, and most importantly,

back in some way. With every box purchased,

already enjoyed learning experiences with you

Support’ - a charity dedicated to supporting the

explore and investigate, will support this transition

This is a really important cause, now more than

happy learners.

stress and pressure it has put everyone under.

I wasn’t born to be an entrepreneur, I just thought

What lies ahead for Peggy Orange?

last twelve months, so much has changed. At

to come to school enthusiastic and ready to learn.

couldn’t be more excited about what comes next

ever, after the year we have had and the added

of myself as a mum and a teacher but over the

As a teacher, I know how important it is for children

times it’s been daunting and exhausting, but I

I wanted to create something that parents are

for Peggy Orange.

enables their child to learn skills they wouldn’t

EXCLUSIVE DISCOUNT

passionate about and enjoy doing, which in turn

I have many other ideas in the pipeline to enhance

Receive 50% off your first Peggy Orange
individual box by entering the code
CLUMSYEXPLORER at checkout, or
click here for it to be automatically added.
Feel free to share the code with friends
and family too!

greater variety of services and offerings. These

Instagram: @peggyorangeuk #peggyorange

creating a community platform to support parents//

Website: www.peggyorange.co.uk

otherwise acquire at home, and to understand
how positive and fun learning can be. My Peggy

Orange boxes are just the start of trying to achieve
this.

early development and education through a

include products for siblings/younger children and

Facebook: @peggyorangeuk

grandparents/carers to support their child’s
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BROWNSTONE
LO N D O N

Our Editor Natasha caught up with Anne Twist, founder
of Brownstone London, to find out about her career and
balancing work and family life.
Natasha: Anne, it’s so lovely to catch up with

I have two grown up children. As well as running

Radio show ‘Just Women’ on Brooklands Radio.

Presenter on Brooklands Radio.

business.

My business, Brownstone London, is a brand

Anne: Yes! That seems like a lifetime ago now!

monochrome look which sells online on my

you again. We first met when I was on your
Tell our readers a bit more about you and your

Particularly as that was ‘pre-Covid’! I live in
Farnham, Surrey with my husband. I’m a Mum,
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Brownstone, as you know, I’m also a Radio

of home fragrance and gifts with a modern
website, independent retailers and via Joules
‘Friends of Joules’.

N: What did you do in the years before Brownstone?

A: At school I loved art but didn’t think I was any good at it.  

The girl who sat opposite me in ‘O’ level art was amazing,

off the scale, and has gone on to be incredibly successful
in a creative field, so I constantly compared myself to her

and it wasn’t something I pursued.  I studied languages

instead on the basis that that would help me travel the
world.   However I loved knitting and in my late teens I

entered a competition in a national magazine – Look Now

- to design a sweater, which involved drawing a sketch
and sending in a small knitted swatch. I was working

as a secretary at the BBC at the time in my gap year.
Weeks went by and a letter arrived with an invitation to
the competition final at the London Hippodrome, they had

had over 2500 entrants and I was one of the six finalists.  
It was quite a glamorous event with lots of celebrities,

bands, sports personalities etc, and with DJ Peter Powell
hosting, and to cut a long story short I won the competition

and the first prize was a job with the company sponsoring
the competition – Aitch Knitwear.

N: So did you decide against uni and start your career
as a designer?

A: No, quite the opposite.   All the other finalists had

studied design but when Aitch realised I hadn’t, they

decided that instead of the job, they would send me on an
all-expenses paid trip to Hong Kong to see the sights and

how their company worked.  I didn’t mind at the time as

I had little confidence in my artistic abilities and so I was

happy with the trip. I then went off to uni to study French
and Spanish. My monochrome design was produced

and sold over 50,000 units in the shops, I wish I’d been

savvy enough to ask for a percentage!

N: What happened after uni, did you use your
languages?

A: For a while, yes -  I worked for Hamptons Estate Agents
on their international team, travelling to Spain & Madeira

but I felt the company, in those days, was very sexist, the
women were all secretaries apart from one or two and the
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“We travelled all over
the world, and I had
found something I loved
doing, and realised I
could work in a creative
role without an official
qualification”

most senior female had no husband or family, it felt qualifications, you just needed a degree and a

that she had had to make a choice – life/family or ‘commercial eye’. The role was for the knitwear

career – and the senior men all went home to loving department and one of their suppliers was the

wives and children, clean houses and food on the company that had run the competition I’d won,
table. I decided pretty much then and there that so suddenly the 50,000+ sales of my own design
that wasn’t for me so quit after about a year.

stood me in good stead and I got the job, it also

helped that the lady recruiting me was a ball-

N: Did you have another job to go to or did you crushing feminist, and the sole breadwinner in
take time out to decide what to do?

her family so my tale of sexism at Hamptons

A: No, I didn’t have the luxury of doing that, I had scored quite a few points!

seen an advert for the Burton Group graduate
buying and merchandising scheme.

In those N: It seems as though it was all coming

days they weren’t looking for people with design together, so what did the role entail?
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A: To start with I was an allocator on the

loved doing, and realised I could work in a creative

stores - so far, so dull, and not what I had in mind

commercial eye, in this field at least, was much

merchandising team, it meant allocating stock to
but I could see that the buyers had the plum roles

– working with the designers and suppliers to

role without an official qualification. Having a
more important than being able to paint and draw.

plan the ranges, travelling the world to factories

N: Working with your husband can’t have been

etc. That was the job I wanted and that was the

A: Well we weren’t married to start with of course,

and to ‘do the shops’ in New York, Paris, Florence

easy, how did you make that work?

job I decided I was going to get!

but we were seeing each other for about a year

N: So am I right in thinking you got the job?

we sat next to each other!). Finally though, we

A: The back-stabbing and bitchiness were off

I decided to leave and actually went back to

What was the environment like?

the scale, I didn’t like the working environment

at all and only stayed for 3 years because I was
approached by one of my suppliers (now my
husband) to work for the menswear company

before telling anyone (which was quite difficult as

fessed up, and got married about 4 years later.
the Burton Group to be the buyer I had always
dreamed of being, but within a month of joining I
discovered I was pregnant with my first child.

in Shepperton where he was Sales Director. By

N: How exciting but also challenging timing I

quite achieved my aim but the new company was

how did you make that work?

this time I was still only Assistant Buyer so hadn’t

much smaller with a team of around 15 people so

I was able to have a key role in sales and product

imagine! Dream job, with a baby on the way A: I didn’t really, I worked until my maternity leave

but didn’t go back. I couldn’t marry my own (long)

development – designing ranges of mens’ shirts

working day with my husband’s and my travel

tailor our ranges to their own look. We travelled

we had already decided not to go the nanny route.

and knitwear and then working with retailers to

all over the world, and I had found something I

requirements and the needs of a young child, and
I stayed at home with my daughter for about 2
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years and during that time we then had our son. I went back
to work, putting them in nursery 5 days a week from 8am until

6pm, quite a long day looking back, particularly for my son who
was 4 months old when I started work again.

N: Did this cause you the dreaded ‘mum guilt’?

A: Not really, if I’m completely honest. I felt they were being

well looked after in an environment which was great for them

to become the outgoing and confident adults they are today,
and I still stand by that actually, I wouldn’t have done it any

other way.   However I would say that after a couple of failed

attempts at going back into an office job and the consequent

stressful 5pm nursery rush I decided to work from home so I

could be completely flexible around their needs – drop offs,
pick ups, sports days, illness etc. So whilst I continued to work

full time I didn’t have the same level of stress and commitment
that defines the working day of many parents who are clockwatching to get home to relieve childminders of their duties.

N: It sounds like everything had fallen into place and you

had a great work/life balance - what made you change your
role and set up Brownstone?

A: The role I had from when the children were very young

was as owner of a company I set up together with a Hong

Kong-based manufacturer of paper products.  We started with
just making swing tickets for clothes but over the course of

the next 10-15 years we widened our offer to include luxury

packaging, smart stationery, paper carrier bags and garment

accessories. I was supplying big name high street retailers but
also smaller brands and start-ups – greeting card companies,
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aromatherapy brands, fashion labels, high end
food and drinks businesses – any company

that needed smart packaging was a potential
customer.

Over the years, I built up a lot of contacts and
experience of how to develop a product, I saw how
well and how badly some companies managed

the development process, what mistakes they

made, and how I would do it differently if I had
the chance. So the seed of Brownstone came to
me over a number of years, the idea was there

but hadn’t fully taken shape, I knew I wanted to
launch a retail brand but wasn’t sure what the

product would be or the aesthetic, but I realised

I still loved the monochrome look, together with
natural brown of wood and kraft paper. I actually

started with the design of the boxes first and

everything else came from there – the logo, the
bag designs etc. I have literally done everything

– design, sourcing, product photography, website

design and build, social media, sending out the

stock, the only thing I don’t do is make the actual
products or do the VAT!

N: What does the future hold for business?

A: Well it’s been a challenging year obviously,

particularly for our retail stockists, but we have
seen a huge surge of online sales and have

really learnt that our customers love our natural

products and the monochrome look too, so the
plan is to expand the range along the same theme

and find more routes to market both online and on

the high street and of course internationally is the
long term aim.

There is also going to come a

point in the not too distant future where I will need

to outsource some areas of the business and find
a way to scale up as the business grows, which

is going to be challenging but a nice problem to
have I guess!

DISCOUNT:
EXCLUSIVELY FOR READERS OF THE
CLUMSY EXPLORER, YOU CAN USE THE
CODE ‘MUMMA20’ FOR 20% OFF UNTIL
THE END OF MAY.
WEB:

BROWNSTONELONDON.COM

INSTA:

@BROWNSTONELONDON
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HEALTH & BEAUTY

THE ART OF GUA SHA
WORDS & PHOTOS BY CARLY KENYON

The year of 2020 came as a

drainage in the face and neck,

all bad news. 2020 taught us

fine lines and wrinkles. It also

shock for us all, but it wasn’t

to slow down, enjoy the little

helps products to penetrate

of ourselves inside and out.

the practice of mindfulness

things and take better care

Many of us took up running,

mindfulness, but one of the

most popular trends to arise
was face yoga and massage.

There are lots of videos across

better. Other benefits include
that

accompanies.

Taking

time to look after yourself,

slow down, connect, and this
helps to lower stress levels.

social media demonstrating

When we are trying to look

idea of exercising the muscles

towards

this, but essentially it’s the
in your face, just like you

would other muscles of the
body, to strengthen and tone!

From this, facial massage and
reflexology has also become
very popular, but my absolute

favourite facial practice is
Gua Sha.

The ‘Gua Sha’ is an ancient

tool, originally from China. It is

made from a crystal (usually
rose quartz or jade), and this
tool is used to aid lymphatic
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sculpt your face and reduce

after our face we often lean
skincare.

Then

maybe we start to consider

our diet as an impact, but last
thoughts would be exercising

our face or using facial tools

- but the results can be
fantastic!

Initially, the Gua Sha can

be confusing. Whereas a
face roller is easy to pick up

and start using instantly, the

Gua Sha takes a little more
technique.

Which

angle?

Which direction? How to hold
it? But once you have a good

routine and feel confident using your Gua Sha,
you will notice great improvements to your skin.

Instant results can be more radiant skin, plumper

skin and less puffiness. The lymphatic system
does not have a pump like the circulatory

system, therefore it does need a little manual

nudge to help the fluid to drain. By encouraging

lymphatic drainage in your face and neck, you
will have less puffiness in your face, a more
defined and sculpted face. Also, this lymphatic

fluid contains toxins, so by helping to remove this
from your face and therefore skin, can lead to

less breakouts. The Gua Sha can also be used
to release pressure, and by releasing pressure

and tension in your face you may notice less
headaches, tension headaches, jaw aches and
neck pain.

My top tips when using a Gua Sha:
•

Always

use

an

oil/serum/moisturiser

underneath, so that there is plenty of glide

and you are not dragging your skin. Oil would
•
•

be my preferred product!

Clean the Gua Sha after each use (to prevent
the spread of bacteria across your skin)
Gentle pressure around your eyes

On my Instagram and Tiktok I share tutorials on

Gua Sha use, and also face yoga and massage

videos. And if you would like to try out a Gua Sha
for yourself, then you can head to my website to

order your own! Feel free to contact me if you
have any questions or want any advice:
Instagram: @ckskinclinicuk
TikTok:

Website:

@ckskinclinicuk

www.ckskinclinic.com
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FAMILY & PARENTING

HOW TO TEACH
YOUR CHILD
TO POSITIVELY
RESOLVE
CONFLICT
WORDS & PHOTOS BY SARAH DOMAN

Sarah is a Hypnobirth and Early Years Expert. She has worked with families for over 13 years
and helps educate families to get informed and conscious of their birth and parenting
choices to make the decisions that feel right for their family.

It seems that it doesn’t matter what age you are,

the pandemic has affected everybody, and for
our youngest children, the proportions of their life

the moment’’

3. To uncover the underlying reason for
behaviour so that we can support what
children need to change the behaviour

that have been spent in lockdown are significant.
So, it is no wonder that some of our children have

experienced even more challenging behaviours

Here are some steps you can use to teach your

challenging phase with your child or would like

can be introduced from around age two and with

than they might usually. If you are currently in a

some tips to use when you next find yourself
there, you’re in the right place!

When looking to change children’s behaviour,

child how to positively resolve conflict, which

consistent teaching you can expect that children
could begin to manage this situation between
three and a half to four years of age:

we need three things:

•

Before dealing with an incident… take a

1. An understanding of what is appropriate

•

As adults we want to bring the emotion we are

expectations for a child’s age and stage

2. Strategies to deal with what is happening ‘’in
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moment

trying to encourage, entering into the situation
calmly will diffuse things more quickly

•

Acknowledge

children’s

feelings ‘’I can see you are
feeling cross/angry, it’s ok

•

to feel that way’’
Acknowledge

what

key
•

isn’t

point in their life.

the

moment

strategies

will only get us so far when
comes

to

dealing

with

challenging behaviours. To see

less challenging behaviour, we
need to find out what might
be triggering it. The key areas

to look at when figuring out
triggers are:

These

years

teach

children

parenting

are

powerful

opportunities
about

to

love,

respect and what it means to
be part of society.
By

cultivating

a

secure

relationship with your child, you
can begin to move away from

parenting out of frustration,

and move towards creating
a relationship where you and
your child feel understood.

If you would like to know more

at an incredibly rapid pace,

child’s behaviour, I currently

youngchildren’s brains grow

of your child’s stage of
development

can

help

-

the

navigate tricky periods
Environment

environment is crucial to
the way children learn and

•

first five years than at any other

Stages of development -

so a deeper understanding

•

impact children’s behaviour

come up with a solution ‘’I

Encourage children to help

have you got any ideas?’’

•

and with others. In fact,

Your child learns more in their

to make this all feel better,

it

Relationships - with you

ok to hurt people’’

wonder what we could do

In

behaviour

of the biggest factors that

noticed X is crying because

•

considering

parents behaviour is one

right in the situation ‘’I
they have been hurt, it isn’t

when

develop

Language
language

-

can

different

have

a

about

understanding

your

have a £20 discount on my

workshop which you can find

out more about on my website.
To contact Sarah for advice or
to book in a consultation:
Insta: @sarahldoman

Web: sarahdoman.com

different chemical reaction
in

children’s

bodies,
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BUSINESS

8BILLIONIDEAS
RUNNING A GROWING BUSINESS AND
HOME DURING A PANDEMIC
INTERVIEW BY NATASHA DAVIES
PHOTOS: JENNY & DAVID HARKIN|8BILLIONIDEAS
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MANAGING AN EDUCATION COMPANY
- FROM HOME.
Jenny and David Harkin are a happily married couple with two amazing boys – Toby
and Harry. What makes them different? They also run an innovative, award-winning
education organisation called 8billionideas, which is dedicated to giving children the
skills and belief to change the world through its online platform. Here they share how
they balance running a business and a family, the story behind their brand, and the
secret to it all.

Tasha: It’s so lovely to catch up with

try to make time for a catch up with each other

8BillionIdeas. Not only are you the founders

those small details that matter so much!

two gorgeous boys - you had two under

The rest of the day is usually spent on Zoom

challenging enough! So I’m interested to

take the dog for a walk to get some exercise

you both ahead of the ‘official launch’ of
and Directors, you’re also parents to your

two which I now know from experience is
know, what does your ‘typical day’ look like
- how do you juggle everything?

Jenny & David: Our day usually begins with

one of the boys or the dog waking us up. We

over lunch, even if it’s just for 5/10 minutes. It’s

meetings before school pick up. Jenny tries to
and headspace (without snack requests)
before dinner.

We make sure to take time out around 6pm-

have two boys (aged 4 and 2) and a lively

ish (phones away) to spend with the boys. We

one of The Three Musketeers will have had us

settled down. Once they’re asleep, we try to

boxer - meaning at some point during the night,
up! We have to work together and manage

our expectations. After a quick breakfast,

try to eat together, get them ready for bed and

take a moment to talk and reflect on the day
we’ve had, then answer a few more emails

David rushes to the office for the first round of

before collapsing on the sofa. As most people

Jenny looks after the boys, managing home

have been relentless, and more so for us as a

meetings (with our international clients) and
school, naps and countless snack requests.

Juggling company and family life is demanding

will be able to relate to, the last few months
couple with a young demanding family and a
fast-growing business.

and relies on collaboration and communication

T: How did you come up with the concept of

half-hour run around lunchtime (if we’re lucky!),

J&D: It originated from a pub conversation we

between us. We try to make time to go for a
taking it in turns whilst the other takes over. We

7billionideas? What’s the story behind it?

had many years ago. We were having a casual
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chat with friends, everyone was coming up with

J&D: The pandemic has been tough! It changed

chatting, we realised how many great ideas are

everything we had been working towards

fun, thoughtful and creative ideas and whilst
born around us daily, but never acted on. We

knew then that we wanted to do something to

inspire people. So the next day, we purchased the
online domain and later went on a crowdfunding

platform to raise some investment. Our idea
became the fastest crowdfunding pitch in the

world (at the time), raising £30,000 in 2 hours!
Crowdfunding was a relatively new concept back
then, so we were extremely happy to see people

connect with our idea. From there, we never

really looked back! We developed an education

services arm that evolved to become a 24/7
education company that is now 8billionideas.

T: What about challenges as a result of
Covid-19? How have you overcome them?
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everything for us. Within a matter of days,
changed dramatically - which we’re sure was the
case for many people. We were about to sign

a lease for a 40 person office in Surbiton, but
our gut feeling stopped us. We felt the economy
was likely to be quite turbulent for a few months,

if not the rest of the year. As events unfolded,

we decided we didn’t want our business to be
a Covid story - we knew we needed to find a
new way to work through it. We had to do things

differently - finding new problems we had to work
through and then completely redesigning the

business to help it thrive in a post-Covid world and that’s exactly what we’ve done.

I think it’s easy to forget that behind a business,
there are people, entrepreneurs, who are just

doing their best on a day-to-

their home. We had always

challenge as entrepreneurs

online experiences would be

day basis. For us, our biggest
with a young family, is finding

quality time to think. Well,

time in general! It would be
particularly valuable for us

to have a moment to just
clear our heads, organise
our

thoughts

and

move

forward with our best ideas.

It’s been very hard to do

that in a busy household like

been curious as to how our
perceived, in comparison to
our well-established physical
events

and

after

reading

student feedback, we realised
we had exceeded our own

expectations and brightened
the lives of students across
the world during the worst
parts of the pandemic.

ours. Nowadays especially,

That was what gave us

take a break to think, to

business online! We realised

we’d appreciate time to just

go on a long drive, or to sit

somewhere quiet. Ironically,

working from home does not
give us this opportunity at all!

We actually find we’re doing a
lot more meetings in the day

than we’ve ever done before

because of Zoom!

T: How did your original
7billionideas

become

8billionideas?

J&D: When the pandemic
hit, we decided to launch a

virtual, live and interactive
course

We

called

wanted

HomeHack.
to

create

the confidence to take our
that

about

students

could

learn

entrepreneurship,

career education and skills
for

the

future

virtually,

without sacrificing the quality,
engagement, and fun of the
experience. We then plotted

and planned the 8billionideas

story. The next step for us was
to get some private equity

or venture capitalist funding
which we managed in record

time. In January this year, we
were delighted to announce
that
the

we

largest

had

received

EdTech

seed

investment in 2021, and we’re

something that would allow

looking forward to students

in learning but wouldn’t feel

us on our platform from 1st

students to still get engaged

like a lecture. HomeHack was

encouraging students to work
on problems, to solve issues,
and to create inventions in

from across the globe joining
April onwards.
T:

This

is

all

pretty

incredible! You must be
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really proud of what you’re creating for the next
generation. I’m interested to know, as parents

to two young boys, what are your hopes for
their future?

J&D: Honestly? Our hopes for the boys are really
quite simple - we want them to be happy and

passionate about whatever they choose to do.
We truly believe that the education systems in
the UK, and all over the world, should be focusing

more heavily on emphasising children’s passions.
During their journey at school, children should

learn more about themselves - their talents,

interests and predispositions, and their desires for
the future. That is all we could want for Toby and Harry - to be happy and fulfilled in the future and
doing something they are passionate about.

We are also aware that they may try something they think they are passionate about and could

change their minds. This doesn’t matter and we will let them know that. We don’t want them to

give up too quickly on something without giving it a go, but also we are not going to force them
into something they aren’t passionate about.

T: And finally, how can 8billionideas help children
in the future?

J&D: We want to change the status quo and encourage

children everywhere to follow their passions. Come
and see it for yourself! 8billionideas is offering a 10-

day free trial for children and parents. During that time,
children will get to explore our interactive experiences,

exciting courses, and fascinating videos that will teach

them extra-curricular skills starting with three main

themes - Start a Business, Career Passport, and Level
Up. Ultimately, we want to give children the skills and

belief that they can change the world. We really hope
that parents in Surrey (and beyond!) will enjoy not only

what we teach but how we teach too. We’d love you to visit our website 8billionideas.com and

read about what we can do for your child!

For more on Jenny, David and 8billionideas, you can find them over on their platforms below.
Take advantage of their 10-day free trial by signing up on their website (limited places available):
Instagram | Facebook | LinkedIn | Twitter | Web
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THE SENSORY PLAY SPECIALISTS
Award winning sensory boxes,
subscriptions, wooden toys & more
for babies, toddlers & small children.

@thelittlesensorybox
WWW.THELITTLESENSORYBOX.COM

10% OFF
with code
CLUMSY
T&C's apply
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FITNESS

FIT MAMA SURREY
EMPOWERING YOU ON YOUR FITNESS JOURNEY
Rachel is the owner and founder of ‘Fit Mama Surrey’, a wellness and
f itness business focusing on transformational health coaching to
empower women and help them acheive their f itness goals.
INTERVIEW BY NATASHA DAVIES | PHOTOS RACHEL MALANDRENIOTIS

TASHA: Hi Rachel, it’s great to catch up with

lost body confidence and it affected my mental

created Fit Mama Surrey?

knew I needed to dedicate time for self-care but

you. Tell me more about you and why you

RACHEL: Thanks so much for asking me to
be involved. So I’m a proud Mama to two sons

(Harry who’s 2 and Alexander is 1). I loved being

wellbeing because I no longer felt like myself. I
I struggled to muster up the energy and exercise
became low on my agenda.

pregnant, fully indulged and gained a whopping

With my professional expertise in fitness, I

body and the miracles it created but I also found

workouts which I named Body Sculpt and Yoga

+25kg with each pregnancy. I’m so proud of my
myself frustrated and disheartened. Both times I
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developed a variety of low impact/high efficiency

Flow. I loved these workouts, not only for the

weight loss benefits, but because they also helped

me regain strength and cardiovascular fitness.

I then created ‘Fit Mama Surrey’   to help other

women achieve their fitness goals. I wanted it to

nutrition plan which involves high carb meals on

training days, low-carb meals on non-training days,
and healthy snacks to maintain energy throughout
the day.

be a fitness and wellness community where women

I often nap when my children nap in the afternoon.

busy Mama’s lead a healthier, happier, more active

life admin, but when I’m tired I listen to my body and

feel confident to train and with the goal of helping

lifestyle.

T: You’re very passionate about it, and having

been to your classes, you’re very motivational.
Tell me more about your approach as a trainer?

R: So I specialise in women’s fitness and wellbeing

offering a range of online and face-to-face (now

Yes there may be endless amounts of laundry or
do not beat myself up for needing a rest. I believe
in nourishing myself in order to be the best mother/
partner/friend/trainer that I can be.

I practice Yoga and Breathwork on a regular basis,
in order to keep my body moving and my mind calm.

Covid restrictions are easing) classes including

T: You did a breathwork session for me as

bootcamp, spinning and PT. I also offer baby

more about it?

yoga,

group

exercise,

Breathwork,

outdoor

massage classes  and private fitness sessions. I’m

a specialist in pre and postnatal fitness too. I believe

in empowering women in their fitness journeys and

focus holistically on body, mind and soul.

interview prep and I loved it, can you tell me
R: Breathwork is the ancient practice of harnessing
the power of our breath. By focussing on different

rhythms of the breath, it allows us to get out of our
heads and into our bodies.

T: That all sounds amazing but I’m interested to

Breathwork enriches my life because it helps calm

do you make sure you fit in self-care?

wellbeing on a daily basis. I integrate it into my day

know, as a busy Mum and business owner, how
R: I commit to eating sensibly and follow my own

a busy mind. It improves my physical and spiritual
with quick reminders about how to breathe. When
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I have more time, I sit quietly and

with Fasted Workouts (early morning

a mantra (for example, “you are

often recommend IF to clients who are

there’s no pressure to practice for a

metabolism. It works by sending your

focus on my breath whilst repeating

enough”) It works for me because
set amount of time. I fit Breathwork
around my busy schedule and dip in/
out when I need an energy boost.

As a Breathwork Facilitator, I teach it
every Thursday evening (as part of my
Restorative Yoga class) and Saturday
mornings (as a dedicated Breathwork
Weekend Energiser class).

T: You talk a lot about balanced
nutrition,

what

does

a

well-

exercise whilst in a ‘fast’ phase). I

looking to lose weight and increase
body into a state of ketosis. The body

produces ketone bodies out of fat

and used them for energy instead of
carbs. A way to encourage Ketosis is
by following a very low carb, high fat

Ketogenic diet which can help you lose
weight. In the short term, you can lose

weight quickly, because it reduces the

body’s stores of glycogen and water.

In the long term, it can suppress your
appetite leading to a lower calorie

intake. I wouldn’t reccomend IF to

balanced diet look like to you?

clients with Diabetes/similar medical

average, a well-balanced diet is

Mamas (since fasting can affect foetal

R: Every woman is different but on

around 2000 calories per day. This
should include approximately 30g

conditions,

or

pregnant/nursing

development and milk supply).

fibre, 50g protein, 5 portions of fruit/

T: What’s your best advice for

a qualified nutritionist and support my

R: Focus on your health. Prioritise

vegetables, and 2 litres of water. I’m

clients by assessing their goals and

energy needs to create a personalised

nutrition plan. I work hard to help my

Mamas?
your

self-care.

Take

rest

when

needed and listen to your body. Eat
well and train efficiently. Feel in your

clients feel nourished, energised,

heart and believe in your soul that

on their body. Having said this though,

that you deserve to feel happy and

whilst also seeing a positive impact
allowing yourself treats is also really
important.

you are worthy of self-care time and

healthy. If you are looking to improve
body confidence, strength, general

fitness and mental wellbeing, then I

For me personally, intermittent fasting

invite you to join my classes and the

for 18 hours and only eat between 12-

minded women.

(IF) has aways been my ‘go to’. I fast
6pm. My body responds well to this
and my metabolism increases over

time, particularly when combined
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Fit Mama Surrey community of like-

T: Lockdown must have been really

tough for you having your own

SPEEDY BODY SCULPT FOR BUSY WOMEN
REPEAT EACH EXERCISE AS MANY TIMES AS COMFORTABLE IN 60 SECONDS FOR HIIT SESSION
1. Sumo squat
Wide legs, knees turned to 45
degrees, weight in balls of feet
with heels raised, sink into squat,
hold for 3 seconds, then rise to
standing, squeezing glutes at the
top. Increase intensity: add small
pulses at bottom of squat.

9. Plank with crunch
From Plank position, connect right
knee to right elbow and crunch
into the side of torso (oblique
muscle). Repeat on other side.
Increase intensity:, crunch into
same side 5 times, then repeat on
other side.

2. Deep lunge
Step forward, bend front knee and
place weight into the ball of back
foot, hover back knee above the
floor, hold for 3 seconds, then rise
to standing. Increase intensity:
add small pulses at bottom of
lunge.

10. Side plank
Bend elbow underneath shoulder,
raise other arm to ceiling, stack
feet, use the oblique muscles to
lift and raise hips off the floor, hold
for 45 seconds. Repeat on other
side. Increase intensity: pulse
hips up/down

3. Curtsy lunge
One leg crossed behind the other,
front knee bent and weight into
the ball of back foot. Hover back
knee above the floor, hold for 3
seconds, then rise to standing.
Increase intensity: add small
pulses at bottom of lunge.

11. Single leg side plank
Raise one leg to hip height, hold
for 10 seconds then re-stack feet,
repeat 3 times. Increase intensity:
hold for longer duration

4. Superwoman
On all-fours, hands and knees
stacked underneath shoulders/
hips. Extend one leg, toes
pointed, extend opposite arm
with pointed fingers, and square
hips to mat. Increase intensity:
crunch connecting opposite knee

12. Side leg extension
Lie flat on one side of body, head
in hands, bend bottom leg, extend
top leg, and raise leg up for 2
counts and down for 2 counts.
Increase intensity: slow down the
move

5. Leg extension
Extend one leg behind and point
toes, pulse leg upwards, higher
than hips. Increase intensity: use
a resistance band connecting
opposite knee to elbow

13. Glute Bridge
Lie flat on back, bend knees,
walk feet close to bottom, engage
abdominals and push up through
hips. Increase intensity: place
weight in balls of feet with heels
raised

6. Toe taps
Tap toes down to the floor, then
raise to hip height. Increase
intensity: use a resistance band

14. Single leg glute bridge
Extend one leg and point toes
away from body. Increase
intensity: hover leg above the
floor and raise arms

7. Booty raise
Bend knee at hip height, flex the
foot, square hips to mat, and
pulse foot upwards.Increase
intensity: use a resistance band

15. Lower abs sculpt
Lie flat on back, roll pelvis into
the floor (don’t arch back), stack
bent knees on top of hips, push
knees away from body, hold for
10 seconds, then hug knees to
chest, repeat 3 times. Increase
intensity: hold for longer

8. Plank
Stack hands underneath shoulders,
pull belly button to spine, wrap
abdominals around belly button as
if wearing a corset, squeeze glutes
together, hold for 45 seconds.
Increase intensity: tap each hand to
opposite shoulder

16. Bicycle crunch
Lift head and shoulders off
the floor, engage abdominals,
connect opposite elbow and knee
whilst extending other leg, repeat
10 times on each side. Increase
intensity: add more repetitions
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wellness & fitness business. How have you

are perhaps lacking in self-confidence.

R: I’ve certainly found it challenging but also

In order to create a sense of community, I set up

how difficult and lengthy this period would be,

a level of social interaction without seeing each

managed to stay positive?

rewarding. None of us could have foreseen

but I knew I wanted to support my clients from
the beginning to end. When the first lockdown

began, I shifted my business to offer online
classes including live classes and an On

Demand service. I’m so grateful I’ve had the

opportunity to maintain that connection with my

a WhatsApp group to help my mamas maintain
other in person. I truly believe, when you join Fit

Mama Surrey, you are joining a sisterhood of

like-minded women, all here to support you and

help you thrive. I’d love you to join me which is
why I’m offering you your first class free.

mamas. I have clients logging in from around the

T: And finally, happiness is...

Spain and Romania), which I’m really proud of.

form not only a loving sibling bond, but hopefully

UK, but also globally (New York, South Africa,

I’m sure we’ve all found this period challenging,

but helping my clients stay physically active and

R: Watching my baby boys play together and
a lifelong friendship.

protecting their mental health, has been such a

For more information or to take advantage of

I have found that with the added convenience of

Instagram:

@fitmamasurrey

Website:

www.fitmamasurrey.co.uk

privilege.

online classes, I was able to bring my services

to more women who otherwise might not be able

to attend face-to-face classes. I have also found

your free first class you can contact Rachel here:
Email:

rachel@fitmamasurrey.co.uk

that my clients have been more adventurous and

willing to try new forms of exercise when they

FIT MAMA SURREY CLASSES
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Lydia Grace Designs specialises
in personalised, hand made
celebration accessories, for
all of life’s happy moment’s
however big or small.
Hand crafted cake toppers,
banners, children’s party decor
and gifts, all made to order.
For further information please
check out the website;
www.lydiagracedesigns.co.uk
or follow us on Instagram
@lydiagrace.designs

10% off your first purchase with
code ‘surreymumma’
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VISUALISATION MEDITATION
This meditation is going to use the technique of

the sun is shining above you, and you are nearby to a

‘safe’ space in your mind, and a coping mechanism

in this space. You might even hear the sound of

visualisation, a practice that you can use to create a

for managing unwanted or unhelpful thoughts as they
crop up.

As always, I recommend that you find a quiet, safe
and comfortable space for your meditation, and

you may like to play some relaxing music in the
background, and light a candle to create a calm and
cosy environment.

Before we begin, take a few moments to check in
with your thoughts and feelings, allow yourself to

source of moving water. You feel safe and comforted
waves, birdsong or wind blowing through the tree’s
as you immerse yourself into this space. In your hand

you can see a small piece of paper , and upon it you
visualise yourself writing down any worries, thoughts

or stresses that have been bothering you lately. As

you release these thoughts from your mind, and onto
the paper, you notice that you start to feel lighter and
free-er. You now picture yourself folding the piece of

paper in half, until it gets smaller and smaller and
resembles a small paper boat.

take some time to acknowledge your emotions and

Take your mind back to that source of moving water,

come back to them as and when you need to, and

You see yourself bending down towards it, and place

process your thoughts. Telling yourself that you can

try and picture it as the sun glistens on its surface.

that this time now is all about you and your wellbeing.

the boat on its surface. With your next exhale you

throughout your meditation can be acknowledged,

body. With each exhale you blow the boat of your

Any thoughts or distractions that come into the mind
and then pushed away with your exhales.

So let’s now take some deep, healing breaths.

Inhaling in through your nose, filling your lungs and

abdomen with air, and exhaling through your mouth,
feeling your chest and belly contract as you breathe

out in nice, slow breaths. Close your eyes and

repeat this 5 times, concentrating on the sounds and
sensations of your breath.

Now , in your mind’s eye, picture a beautiful scene

in Nature. Perhaps somewhere peaceful that youve

visited before, or a figment of your imagination that

springs to mind. Try to visualise the greenery, plants
or scenery around you . You might be at the beach, by

a lake or in a rainforest. Wherever you are, know that

blow the boat , and it starts to move away from your

worries, fears or stresses further away from you ,
until you can no longer see the boat on the horizon.

You once again notice that you feel lighter, and freeer as you were able to push the boat away. Return
your concentration to your breath, taking in some

deep , cleansing inhales and exhales , feeling proud
of yourself for controlling your thoughts and relaxing
your body and mind.

As you start to become aware of your surroundings,
feel how your body is connected to the surface

beneath you, bringing you back into the present
moment and into the here and the now.

Well done, and remember that you can return to this
safe space in your mind whenever you need to.

INSTA: @EMMAMARTINMINDFULNESS | WEB: WWW.EMMAMARTINMINDFULNESS.COM
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MUSICAL DOTS
Music to support child development by nurturing their music appreciation skills and
providing them with an awareness of how music can influence mental wellbeing.
Musical Dots create original music that children will

in children who have never spoken at school before

love and find inspiring whilst offering support for

finding their voice and inner confidence.

parents/caregivers.
Musical Dots work in schools delivering their
Anna Gilthorpe and Meg Gallagher, Musical Dots

Integrating Music and PSHE Programme, enhancing

Co-creators, founded Musical Dots after becoming

wellness of pupils and teachers, provide online

frustrated that the quality of music written for

classes for families via their Musical Dots Music Club,

children did not match the quality of commercial

online school workshops, teacher training and parent

music surrounding them. With pop lyrics becoming

sessions, and offer merchandise and educational

increasingly inappropriate for little ears, they decided

resources via their online shop.

to write their own unique songs to bridge the gap
between nursery rhymes and pop songs. Anna and

At the start of the UK’s third lockdown Musical Dots

Meg are committed to inspiring and educating young

responded by emailing over 600 free wellbeing

children and their caregivers to engage more with the

through music activity packs designed to support

positive benefits of quality, appropriate music in our

home learning for early years and key stage one

rapidly digitalising world.

children.

Musical Dots quality music and characters promote

For more information:

wellbeing

Website:

www.musicaldots.co.uk

other’s differences and celebrate their own, whilst

Instagram:

@musicaldots

encouraging them to empathise and express their

Facebook:

Musicaldotsuk

emotions. The impact is magical and has resulted

YouTube:

MusicalDots

by

helping

children

embrace

each
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THE POSTNATAL PERIOD:
THE THINGS NOBODY TELLS YOU
ILLIYIN, @MIXING.UP.MOTHERHOOD
Illiyin is a midwife, hypnobirthing teacher and birth debrief facilitator.
She lives in Norwich with her family. Illiyin uses her Instagram platform
to share all things motherhood, positive birth advocacy, birth trauma
and so much more. Her aim is to normalise conversations women/
birthing people often have internally and bring those topics out in
the open to support people to not feel alone, scared or guilty in their
birthing or mothering/parenting feelings and choices.
The postpartum period feels like a

is different and I promise you this, the

in it and suddenly everyone is willing

weeks!

secret club that you aren’t in until you’re

to spill the secrets! There are so many

things that we don’t get told and I am
a huge advocate for good postnatal

understanding and care. There is no time
limit on when your recovery period ends,

by that I mean don’t pressure yourself

into thinking you should be feeling more
like yourself after 6-8 weeks. Having a
baby is transformative and each person
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postpartum period lasts longer than 6
The

postnatal

period

is

such

an

interesting time. The body has gone

through a massive shift, one that
requires healing and care but there are

some real surprises that come with this
time that can leave you wondering “why

didn’t anybody tell me?” So here are just

a few of those things that may crop up
after you have a baby:

NIGHT SWEATS

WOW - Is the only word I can use to describe the
night sweats. Are you fining that you are soaking
through the sheets every night? You’re not alone!
Night sweats are caused by low estrogen levels,
your body is regulating your hormones back to
normal levels and this may cause changes in
temperature. It’s also the way your body gets rid of
excess fluid that you no longer need as you aren’t
pregnant any more.

POSTPARTUM HAIR LOSS

There’s a fear, and for some it’s very much a
reality, that you will block the drain due to the
amount of hair you are losing. It can feel worrying
and shocking sometimes, but it is normal. It is also
related to hormone regulation. Estrogen levels drop
and cortisol levels remain high and sometimes the
thyroid levels can be imbalanced. All of this can
cause hair loss. Don’t worry though, it won’t always
feel like you’re going to lose all your hair. It does
grow back, albeit sometimes differently. See your
GP if you are worried though.

LOW SEX DRIVE

This can be caused by many different things and
it’s important to distinguish between no desire to
have sex and not wanting to have sex. Hormonal
changes may cause you to have a reduced sexdrive. Estrogen drops to menopausal levels and
can cause vaginal dryness and decrease your
sex drive. The other reason you may not want to
have sex is that perhaps you are ‘touched out’ or
emotionally exhausted with nothing left in the tank
to give. This is very normal, talk to your partner,
explain how you’re feeling and be kind to yourself.

MOOD CHANGES

This one can feel confusing for you and those
around you. You can go from feeling absolutely
over the moon with happiness to feeling this
overwhelming need to cry. The ‘Baby Blues’ are
quite normal and are caused by your hormones
regulating themselves. It usually lasts around 2
weeks (sometimes more, sometimes less) but if
you are finding you feel teary, anxious or low for
a prolonged period of time, do seek help from a
professional.

CHANGES IN BODY ODOUR

“Can you smell me? I stink!” This is something
that is very common. You’ve gone from not really
smelling to literally feeling like you leave a smell
everywhere you go. This can also be attributed to
the body’s desire to rid itself of excess fluid but also
as a way to direct the baby to the breast by making
our odour stronger.

FEELINGS OF LONELINESS

One of the most surprising feelings associated with
the postpartum period is the unexpected feeling
of loneliness. This is particularly relevant now
but being a new parent can feel so isolating even
though you now have company 24/7. If you find
that you are feeling lonely, do speak about how
you are feeling and reach out to an online mum
group or friend/family member who has had a baby
even if not at the same time as you. I’m sure they’ll
empathise or are even feeling the same. Some of
the best friendships are made through a mutual
need for company.

RECOMMENDATIONS
•
•
•
•

Surround yourself with people who respect
your process and your boundaries.
If you feel something isn’t right, seek help
and trust your instincts.
Ensure that you eat well and rest as much
as you can. This is not always an option,
but if you can, it is important that you do.
Be aware of your physical recovery and see

•
•
•

your GP/women’s health physio if you are
worried about any pelvic floor symptoms or
any signs of incontinence/prolapse.
Don’t be afraid to talk about your feelings.
Know that you are not alone.
If you are in need of professional, mental
health support, there is no shame. You are
deserving.
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Babies: From Newborn to First Birthday, I celebrate these milestones by
providing up to 3 special photography sessions throughout the year.
Family: I mix our stunning countryside landscape with your beautiful family, add
in some special moments, to creates some gorgeous one-of-a-kind images.
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www.picklelondon.com
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CONTACT ME FOR
DETAILS OF THE
NEXT COURSE
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Delicious Dessert & Baking Kits
Delivered To Your Home
FOLLOW US @FEELGOODPUDS ON FACEBOOK & INSTAGRAM
FIND OUT MORE & ORDER AT WWW.FEELGOODPUDS.CO.UK

MAKE HOMEMADE PUDS WITHOUT ANY OF THE HASSLE!
WHY NOT GIVE IT A TRY?
WE’RE OFFERING AN INTRODUCTORY 10% OFF YOUR FIRST ORDER:
THE CLUMSY EXPLORER // 060
USE PROMO CODE CLUMSY10 AT CHECKOUT

Antenatal classes
E V I D E N C E B A S E D
U N B I A S E D
L O G I C A L
I N C L U S I V E
R E A L I S T I C
D O W N T O E A R T H

Postnatal classes
A G E A P P R O P R I A T E
P R O G R E S S I V E C O N T E N T
B A B Y L E D
U N B I A S E D
I N C L U S I V E
D O W N T O E A R T H
F U N
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www.theiglooinn.com
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Do you have a funny story,
quote or joke you’d like to see
featured? If so, email it to us at:
theclumsyexplorer@gmail.com

1. All The Lonely People by Mike Gayle
See Book review by Beth from @BethsBookClub_ over the page

Top 3

Book Club

2. Becoming by Michelle Obama
In a life filled with meaning and accomplishment, Michelle Obama
has emerged as one of the most iconic and compelling women of
our era.
3. Presence by Amy Cuddy
One of my favourite books from the last few years, Presence from Amy
Cuddy is like chicken soup for the soul. Her TED Talk where she shares
the ‘power pose’ for giving you confidence has helped me through many
a daunting time. This book taught me so much about the psychology of
imposter syndrome and helped me understand some of the challenges
many of us girls face.
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@BethsBookClub_ Review
All The Lonely People by Mike Gayle
In phone calls to his daughter in Australia, widower Hubert Bird paints a
picture of the perfect retirement, packed with fun and friendship. But Hubert
Bird is lying. Something has made him turn his back on people, and he
hardly sees a soul.
So when his daughter announces she’s coming to visit, Hubert faces a race
against time: to make his real life resemble his fake life before he’s found
out.
Along the way Hubert renews a cherished friendship, is given a second
chance at love and even joins an audacious community scheme. But with
the secret of his earlier isolation lurking in the shadows, is he destined to
always be one of the lonely people?
PLUS: Mike will be joining Beth for an exclusive Author Q&A session in May
(date TBC) and she’s SO excited about this!
The book club discussion will take place at the end of April - link in Beth’s
instagram bio to sign up! #BethsBookClub
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Creme Egg Scotch Eggs
@THEYORKSHIREDALE
How gorgeous are these Creme Egg Scotch Eggs? Perfect for a quick
and easy Easter treat!

RECIPE
1.

INGREDIENTS

Break the brownies (approx 500g) into crumbs

6 CREME EGGS

in a large bowl. If needed, add 1tbsp chocolate

BATCH OF BROWNIES OR CHOC CAKE

spread/caramel sauce and flatten into a disc
and wrap around the creme egg.
2. Transfer these onto a baking sheet and freeze
for 15-30 mins to firm up.
3. Crush the hobnobs until they are fine crumbs.
4. Gently melt 200g milk chocolate, zap 100g
chocolate spread in the microwave and stir
together.
5. Remove eggs from freezer, dip in the
chocolate spread and then the hobnob crumb
mix until covered (Warning: this is messy!)
6. Place on the baking tray and put in the fridge
for two hours (or freezer for about 30 mins if
you can’t wait that long!)
7. Enjoy!
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100G CHOCOLATE SPREAD/NUTELLA
75G SALTED CARAMEL SAUCE
200G MILK CHOCOLATE
8 HOBNOBS
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WHAT WE'RE LISTENING TO

OUR FAVOURITE
PODCASTS
Over lockdown, like most people, I've started listening to
more and more podcasts. Particularly when I'm out doing
my daily 'get the kids to sleep in the pushchair' walks. I
thought I'd share some of my favourites.

HAPPY MUM,
HAPPY BABY

1

Giovanna Fletcher continues the
conversation about motherhood
she began in her bestselling book of
the same title. In a series of frank
and warm conversations with other
high-profile mums and dads, Gi
discusses all aspects of parenthood
- the highs, the lows, the challenges
and rewards.

2

MADE BY
MAMMAS
Zoe Hardman combined with
Georgia Dayton bring their mummy
blog to life as they discuss the baby
brands they love, the products they
swear by and the experiences
they've been through during the
first years of motherhood.

THE THERAPY
EDIT

10 min episodes brought to you by
Psychotherapist, Anna Mathur. Find
useful tips, insights and reflections
to support your mental wellbeing.

LOCKDOWN
PARENTING HELL
Parenting....just not as you know
it...
Rob Beckett and Josh Widdicombe
share the highs and lows of
parenting, and are joined each week
by a special celeb guest.

3

4

5

ELLIE & ANNA
HAVE ISSUES
Heart's cult Sunday night show Ellie
Taylor and Anna Whitehouse is now
available as a podcast - and it's
packed full of extra unheard
content that’s too rude for radio.
Everything’s up for discussion from
dating, sex, family matters, fashion
disasters to those little things you
notice and need to tell someone.
Heart's very own dynamic duo don't
hold back. Ellie and Anna have got
your back.
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